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In this research, a micro robot with hybrid fuzzy-based
controller is modelled and simulated for in-pipe application. A
mathematical model that justifies the dynamic characteristics
of the micro robot is first presented. Then, the dynamic
response of the robot system subjected to different input
excitations is investigated. A PID controller which is
implemented with SMC is applied to the micro robot system
to follow the desired trajectory, while an AFC controller is
utilized to reject the unwanted disturbances which may be
created due to friction forces or fluid viscosity in the pipe. An
intelligent method like fuzzy logic (FL) is used to find the
AFC parameters. The performance of the control system under
different types of disturbances is evaluated through a rigorous
simulation study presented in this paper.

Abstract— In this paper, a piezoelectric micro robot is modelled
and simulated based on hybrid fuzzy-based controller operating in a
constrained environment (pipe). A mathematical model that
represents the dynamic characteristics of micro robot is first
presented. Then, the dynamic response of the robot system subjected
to different input excitations is investigated. Different types of
controllers are integrated into this system via a proportional-integralderivative (PID) controller, the sliding mode controller (SMC) and
active force control (AFC) method which incorporates a fuzzy logic
(FL) algorithm. The primary objective of the scheme is to ensure
accurate trajectory tracking control of the micro robot system is
achieved. The performance of the control system under different
types of disturbances is evaluated through a rigorous simulation
study. The obtained results clearly demonstrate an effective trajectory
tracking capability of the worm-like micro robot in spite of the
negative effects of the external disturbances.

II. ROBOT MODELLING
Keywords— Active force control, fuzzy logic, micro robot,

A. Motion Mechanism
Mechanism of motion for this micro robot is derived from a
mechanism which named Impact Drive Mechanism (IDM).
This is a method for moving an object under friction by
impulsive force. It utilizes static friction and impulsive force
caused by the rapid displacement of an actuator. The motion
mechanism basically consists of three parts: the main body,
actuator and the inertial weight. When the actuator makes
rapid extension or contraction, a strong inertial force is
generated and the main body is moved against static friction.
When the actuator makes slow retraction, the inertial force
could be smaller than static friction so that the main body
keeps the position. Repeating those fast and slow actuator
displacements carries out the motion.
The mechanism is able to control the minute motion of
several nanometer and at the same time has virtually unlimited
movable range. The mechanism can be extended to multiple
degree-of-freedom systems with multiple actuators and
counter weights. The IDM is considered to be a suitable
mechanism for micro systems since its construction is quite
simple.
Fig. 1 shows a basic motion principle of the piezo IDM.
The motion mechanism consists of three components: the
main body, the actuator and the inertial weight. The main
body is laid down on the guiding surface with only the friction
acting between the surfaces. On one end of the main body, an
actuator is attached. The weight does not touch the surface.
Making slow extension and rapid contraction can carry out
motion toward the other direction.

sliding mode control

I. INTRODUCTION

N

owadays micro robots are widely used in a number of
engineering applications since robots of this type may be
able to operate in unstructured environment thanks to their
enhanced adaptability to effectively operate even under hostile
conditions such as radioactivity, electromagnetic field and
high temperature gradients. One such application of interest is
the operation of micro robot in a pipe line that can perform a
number of tasks such as in-pipe inspection, fault diagnostics,
condition monitoring and obstacle removal. Some basic
research on mobile mechanisms for use in pipes has been
reported in which many are driven by piezoelectric actuators
[1]-[4], giant magnetostrictive actuators [5],[6], pneumatic
actuators [7]-[9], or electromagnetic actuators [10].
Research and development on the use of piezo actuators and
micro mechanisms for micro robots has been actively carried
out [11],[12]. Compared to other actuators, the piezoelectric
type proves to be more promising and practical because of its
high power and better response. A number of piezoelectric
actuators have been proposed, such as those based on stacked,
bimorph and uni morph configurations. Characteristics of the
new piezoelectric linear step locomotive mechanism for an inpipe micro inspection robot were studied [13]. It can move not
only in a straight pipe but also through a curved or bent
configuration.
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W
Where mp is thhe actuator masss.
B
By deriving X2 from (4) and inserting in (55), we have:

s

(6)

F
Finally, the trannsfer functionn for this systeem can be obtaained
as:
.
Fig. 1 Principle of operation (tow
wards left)

B. Dynamic Modelling
In this researrch, a typical sstatic friction model is seleccted to
exxpress the friictional coeffficient induceed in the intterface
beetween elasticc feet of the rrobot and inneer wall of thee pipe.
Thhe frictional foorce Ff can be expressed as:
ln

((7)
T
This dynamic m
model will bee incorporatedd into the propposed
miccro robot contrroller schemess, namely the PID and the A
AFC
controller implem
mented with FL
L.

(1)
III. CONTR
ROL SCHEME

where
,
represent thhe static andd kinetic fricctional
cooefficients, Fn represents thee total normall force acting on the
sliiding surface, and includess the pre-presssure and the w
weight
off entire body of the in-pipee robot. The ggoverning equuations
arre therefore dderived from the free-boddy diagram as
a the
foollowing two ccoupled equatiions:

W
We applied thrree input sourrces in the forrm of step, sqquare
andd saw-tooth inpput functions via feedback control techniiques
in oorder to deterrmine the sysstem responsees. Three typees of
controllers, nam
mely the PID, intelligent SMC, and A
AFC
micro
controllers shall be applied annd incorporated into the m
roboot system.

(2)

A
A. PID Controoller
P
Proportional-Inntegral-Derivaative (PID) coontrol is the m
most
com
mmonly used control algorrithm in indusstry and has been
univversally acceppted in industtrial control. The popularitty of
PID
D controllers can be attrributed partlyy to their roobust
perfformance in a wide rangee of operatinng conditions and
parttly to their funnctional simplicity, which aallows engineeers to
operate them iin a simple,, straightforw
ward mannerr. A
m of a system
m employing a PID controlller is
scheematic diagram
show
wn in Fig. 2.

(3)
Where m1 annd m2 respectiively represennt the masses of the
m
main body aand the weiight, and thheir correspoonding
a expressedd as x1 and x2. The stiffnesss and
displacements are
daamping coeffficients of the piezoelectric actuatoor are
syymbolized as kp and Cp, resspectively. Fp is the piezoeelectric
foorce and Ff is tthe frictional fforce. The IDM
M could be reggarded
ass a mechanical vibrationn system with two degrree-offreeedoms. Equaations (4) andd (5) are usedd for describinng the
dyynamic behaviior after applyying Laplace method with initial
coonditions, t =0, Ff=Fp= 0 forr both sides off (2) and (3).
(4)

Fig. 2 Schem
matic diagram oof a system withh PID controllerr

and

T
The basic ideaa behind a PID
D controller iss to read a sennsor,
thenn compute thee desired actuuator output by
b calculatingg the
propportional, inteegral, and deriivative responnses and summ
ming

s
(5)
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those three components to compute thee output. Thee PID
coontroller calculation (algoorithm) involvves three seeparate
paarameters; thee proportionall, integral annd derivative terms.
Thhe PID control algorithm is given as folloows:

B.

Sliding Moode Control

V
Variable struccture system (V
VSS) with slidding mode control
(SM
MC) was first proposed andd elaborated inn the early 19950’s
in thhe Soviet Union by Emelyaanov and co-reesearchers. Firrstly,
this method is w
well known foor solving a nnumber of speecific
control tasks invvolving seconnd order lineear and nonliinear
MC is an important robust coontrol approacch to
systtems [14]. SM
presserve the stabiility of the sysstem.
I recent yeaars, sliding mode
In
m
control (SMC) has been
widdely adopted iin control science because of simple deesign
metthod, wide stability, goood dynamicc response and
inseensitivity to kkind of unceertainties whiich are basedd on
exteernal disturbannces [15].

(8)
Where KP, KI, and KD arre the proporttional, integraal, and
deerivative gainns, respectively. In this sstudy, the Ziiegler–
Niichols methodd is employed to tune the P
PID parameterrs. The
finnal gains inccluding KP =
=50, KI =10,, and KD =88. For
sim
mulating, we assume
a
the paarameters of m
micro robot as shown
in Table I. Thee resultant traccking control based on thee gains
Fig. 3 and these gains shall be used throuughout
caan be seen in F
the simulation sstudy.
TA
ABLE I. PARAME
ETERS OF THE MIC
CRO ROBOT
value
parameterr
value
parameter
m1

425 g

CP

m2

120 g

kP

mP

60 g

g

0.4

4.5 kg/s
15kN/m
9.8 m/s2
0.2

Fig. 44. Schematic diaagram of a SMC
C scheme

(aa)

T purpose of SMC is too control thee nonlinearitiees or
The
uncertainties of a system. Too do this, we can linearizee the
systtem and thenn apply the bbest control ttechnique forr the
systtem or find a nonlinear trannsformation which
w
will connvert
the system into ccontrollable caanonical form
m (CCF) wheree the
mined
controller design is expedited. The SMC sysstem is determ
by the
t sliding moode dynamics,, which is not in the same oorder
withh that of the original systeem. This was the reason which
w
leadds to the introoduction of thhe robust conttroller design with
slidding surface. Inn fact, the systtem in the slidding mode hass less
m except whenn a compensattor is
ordeer than the orriginal system
desiigned for the ssliding mode ssystem [16].
T SMC dessign approachh consists of two componnents.
The
Thee first involvees the designn of a switchiing function. The
secoond is concernned with the sselection of a control law which
w
willl make the swiitching functioon attractive to the system sstate.
Connsider the folloowing uncertaain dynamical system:

(bb)

(t) = Ax(t)+ B
Bu(t)+ Ed(t) ,
Y(t) = Cx(t)
Y

(c)

(9)

W
Where
x(t) iss the state veector, u(t) is the control input
i
vecttor, Y(t) is tthe output, d(t) is the extternal disturbbance
vecttor, and A, B, C and E are constant matrrices, respectivvely.
Thee system is in sliding modee when the staate lies, slidess and
rem
mains on the slliding surface after some finnite time, i.e.,, S(t)
= Gx(t)
G
= 0,where S(t) is slidiing surface annd G is a connstant
mattrix. The abovve condition shhould be satisffied during sliiding
modde. Thus, we hhave:
Fig. 3 Perform
mance of PID ccontroller for (a)) step, (b) sine w
wave,
and (c) squarre input functions

= GAx(t) + G
GBU(t) +
G
GEdt
=0
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equations and stability criterion [18]. For brevity, the
underlying concept of AFC applied to a dynamic rotational
system is presented with reference to Fig. 5.

where U(t) is defined as:
U(t) = -[(GB)-1GAx(t) + (GB)-1GEdt –
rS(t)/|S(t)|]

Disturbances

(11)

Desired
Position
+

where it is assumed that GB is non-singular.

Controller

Actuator
+

Gc(s)
-

Ga(s)

F+

G(s)

Actual
Position

a

1/s2

+
KAFC

For this study related to Equation (11) we derived the constant
matrices as:

Force
Sensor
+

H(s)

0.328 0.965
0.005
13.34
0.266
9.87 ,
0
0
4.49
0 1 0
,
0.222,
0 0 1
0
0
0
0
0
0 ,
17.04
0 sin
0

Dynamic
System

+

Accelero
meter
-

F*

m
Estimated Mass

4.49,

AFC

Fig. 5 schematic diagram of an AFC scheme

The notations used in Fig.5 are as follows:
G(s)
Ga(s)
Gc(s)
KAFC
H(s)
F
F*
m
a

The controller parameter is derived by inserting these
matrices into Equation (11) and the simulation results for
system under disturbance are shown in Fig. 9.
C. AFC Controller
Use The research on active force control (AFC) is initiated
by Johnson (1971) and later Davison (1976) based on the
principle of invariance and the classic Newton’s second law of
motion [17],[18]. It has been demonstrated that it is possible to
design a feedback controller that will ensure the system set
point remains unchanged even in the presence of the
disturbances or adverse operating and loading conditions
provided that the actual disturbances can be modelled
effectively. Hewit and Burdess (1981) proposed a more
complete package of the system such that the nature of
disturbances is oblivious to the system and that it is readily
applied to multi-degree of freedom dynamic systems [19].
Thus, an effective method has been established to facilitate
robust motion control of dynamical systems in the presence of
disturbances, parametric uncertainties and changes that are
commonly prevalent in the real-world environment.
Usefulness of the method was extended by introducing
intelligent mechanisms to approximate the mass or inertia
matrix of the dynamic system to trigger the compensation
effect of the controller [20].
The AFC method is a technique that relies on the
appropriate estimation of the inertial or mass parameters of the
dynamic system and the measurements of the acceleration and
force signals induced by the system if practical
implementation is ever considered. For theoretical simulation,
it is normal that perfect modelling of the sensors is assumed
and that noises in the sensors are totally neglected. In AFC, it
is shown that the system subjected to a number of disturbances
remains stable and robust via the compensating action of the
control strategy. A more detailed description on the
mathematical treatment related to the derivation of important

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Dynamic system transfer function
Actuator transfer function
Outer loop controller
AFC constant
Weighting function
Applied force
Estimated force
Estimated mass
Linear acceleration

The estimated disturbance is obtained by considering the
following expression:
F* = F – m a

(12)

F can be readily measured by means of a force sensor and a
using an accelerometer. m may be obtained by assuming a
perfect model, crude approximation or intelligent methods
[21]. F*is then passed through a weighting function H(s) to
give the ultimate AFC signal command to be embedded with
an outer control loop. This creates a two degree-of-freedom
controller that could provide excellent overall system
performance provided that the measurement and estimated
parameters were appropriately acquired. The outer control
loop can be a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller,
resolved motion acceleration controller (RMAC), intelligent
controller or others deemed suitable. It is apparent that a
suitable choice of H(s) needs to be obtained that can cause the
output to be made invariant with respect to the disturbances
such that:
Ga(s)H(s) = 1

(13)

A set of outer control loop control is applied to the above
open loop system, by first generating the world coordinate
error vector, which would then be processed through a
controller function, Gc(s), typically a classic PID controller.
The main computational burden in AFC is the multiplication
of the estimated inertial parameter with the angular
acceleration of the dynamic component before being fed into
the AFC feed forward loop. The effectiveness of the AFC
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(aa)

sccheme appliedd to rigid rrobot arms have demonsstrated
[220],[22]. Robuust intelligent AFC methodd that is capaable of
coontrolling a vehicle susppension system and effecctively
suuppressing the introduced diisturbances haas shown in [233].
A useful pooint to note is that, the constant KAFFC can
efffectively servve as a modee switch betw
ween the PID
D only
sccheme or PID and SMC metthod plus intellligent AFC m
method
byy simply settiing the KAFC to 0 or 1, reespectively. The
T inbeetween value oof KAFC can also
a
be experim
mented to shoow the
efffect of percenntage KAFC whiich however iss not covered in this
stuudy.

(bb)
D.. Fuzzy Logicc
The concept of applied FL
L was pioneereed by Lotfi Zaadeh in
the mid-60s. A fuzzy controoller is an expert control ssystem
skkilled in perfforming smoooth interpolaation betweenn hard
booundary crisp rules [24]. Thhe basic FL cconcept is shoown in
Fiig. 6.

(cc)

Fig. 6 Fuzzzy logic conceept

i which crispp input
Fuzzificationn is the first step of the FL in
vaalues are traansformed innto fuzzy innput involvinng the
coonstruction off suitable membership funnctions repressenting
the fuzzy sets. T
The next step is process of rules
r
evaluatioon that
ments (e.g., iif then
noormally in thee form of linnguistic statem
ruules) to deterrmine the dyynamics of thhe controllerr as a
response to the given fuzzy iinputs. It is then passed throough a
deefuzzification process usinng an averaaging techniqque to
prroduce crisp output values. The main goaal of using thee fuzzy
logic in the stuudy is to approximate the estimated maass, M
intelligently so tthat it can be uused by the AFC method too affect
itss control straategy. The ddesign proceddure of the fuzzy
coontroller used in the study iss described as follows:
1.

2.

Fig. 7 Membersship functions ffor (a) Error, (b)) Error Rate andd (c)
M
Mass

T
The above stattement implies that if the ddifference betw
ween
inpuut and output as Error is low and Errorr Rate is meddium,
thenn the estimateed mass (M) oof system is ggood (G). For FL
metthod, the outpuut range of thhe estimated m
mass is set from
m 20
to 2200 grams.
3. A crisp outtput is acquiired through a defuzzificaation
process usingg an averagingg technique caalled centroiddal or
centre of ggravity methood and is ddescribed by the
following equuation:

r
tthe input (position)
Membershiip functions representing
and outputt (estimated m
mass) of the FL componeent are
determinedd as part of the fuzzification prrocess.
Approximaate values witthin specific bound
b
are achhieved
based on ccrude approxim
mation. The ffunctions utilized in
the study caan be seen in Fig.
F 7.

̅

A set of rules is designed in the form of if-then struucture.
mdani fuzzy innference systeem. An
In the studyy, we use Mam
example is given as folloows: IF Error L and Error R
Rate M
THEN M iss G

(11)

Inn this researchh, FL controlleer is developeed using the Fuzzy
Loggic Toolbox (FLT) to bbe used withh MATLAB and
Sim
mulink. Once tthe FL ‘black box’ is approopriately desiggned,
it iss embedded inn the overall control strateegy as depicteed in
Fig.. 8.
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IV. SIMULATION
N AND DISCUSSION
T
The applied disturbance cconsidered inn the study is a
harm
monic force tthat emulates a constant viibratory excitaation
withh a magnitudde of 20 N and frequenccy, 25 rad/s, i.e.,
accoording to the ffollowing funcction, 20 sin 25t.
F
For simulatingg the proposeed control scchemes, i.e., PID,
SMC, and intelliggent AFC, a nnumber of inpput sources ass the
mmanded or reeferenced trajeectories were cconsidered thaat are
com
relaated to step, saw tooth andd pulsating squuare wave forrcing
funcctions. The ressponses to theese inputs are sshown in Fig. 9.

Fiig. 8 Proposed ffuzzy-based AFC scheme

The linguistic labels usedd to describe the
t fuzzy setss were
‘V
Very Low’ (V
VL), ‘Low’ (L), ‘Medium
m’ (M), ‘Highh’ (H),
‘V
Very High’ (VH
G), ‘Bad’ (B), ‘Excellent’ (E
E). The
H), ‘Good’ (G
interface rules rrelating the innput to the outtput of the estiimator
follows:
arre defined as fo
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

((a)

Mass is Veryy Low) and (M
Mass rate is Good)
If (M
Theen (KAFC is Exccellent)
If (M
Mass is Very Low) and (Mass rate is Meedium)
Theen (KAFC is Exccellent)
If (Mass is Veryy Low) and (Mass rate iss Bad)
Theen (KAFC is Good)
If (M
Mass is Low)) and (Mass rrate is Good)) Then
(KAFC
nt)
AF is Excellen
If (M
Mass is Low) and (Mass ratte is Medium)) Then
(KAFC
AF is Good)
If (Mass is Low
w) and (Mass rate is Bad) Then
(KAFC
AF is Medium))
If (M
Mass is Mediuum) and (Masss rate is Good)) Then
(KAFC
AF is Good)
If (M
Mass is Mediium) and (Maass rate is Meedium)
Theen (KAFC is Meedium)
If (M
Mass is Mediuum) and (Masss rate is Bad)) Then
(KAFC
AF is Bad)
If (M
Mass is Highh) and (Mass rate is Good)) Then
(KAFC
AF is Medium))
If (M
Mass is High) and (Mass raate is Medium)) Then
(KAFC
AF is Bad)
If (M
Mass is Highh) and (Mass rate is Bad)) Then
(KAFC
d)
AF is Very Bad
If (M
Mass is Veryy High) and (M
Mass rate is Good)
Theen (KAFC is Badd)
If (M
Mass is Very H
High) and (M
Mass rate is Meedium)
Theen (KAFC is Verry Bad)
If (M
Mass is Veryy High) and (Mass rate iss Bad)
Theen (KAFC is Verry Bad)

((b)

((c)

Fig. 9 Effect of harmonic dissturbance on syystem response oof
differentt controllers for various input cconditions

m (FIS) considdered was choosen to
The fuzzy intterface system
bee of Mamdanii type and thee centroidal m
method was ussed for
deefuzzification. The fuzzyy rules aree extracted from
fuundamental knnowledge andd human expperience abouut the
prrocess. These rules contain the input/the output relationships
that define the ccontrol strateggy.

F
From Fig. 9, itt can be seen tthat the PID coontroller is abble to
perfform the trajeectory trackingg task satisfacctorily by brinnging
the responses to converge
c
to thhe reference ppositions but at
a the
expense of relatively large trracking errorss with substaantial
rippples or oscillattion, largely ddue to the natture of the appplied
distu
turbance (vibrratory). Responses of system
m under the given
g
distu
turbance with SMC controller shows that the latter syystem
is m
much more robbust than its coounterparts inn compensatingg the
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as a micro actuator without power supply cables. IEEE Int. Workshop
Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS), (pp. 210–215).

harmonic disturbance at relatively high frequency but not as
much as using intelligent AFC loop to reject unwanted
disturbance of system. The proposed piezoelectric actuated
micro robot is able to operate effectively based on the closedloop control configuration with the given loading and
operating conditions

V. CONCLUSION
A piezoelectric worm-like micro robot has been modelled
and simulated incorporating a hybrid control strategy, i.e.,
SMC-PID scheme which is incorporated with a fuzzy-based
AFC method. This hybrid control strategy is employed to
ensure an accurate and robust trajectory tracking of the robot
system under the presence of the prescribed disturbances and
operating environment. The PID controller was initially tuned
using the typical Ziegler-Nichols method so as to achieve
satisfactory performance. AFC control strategy is used to
produce robust tracking performance when the system is under
disturbance in which the estimated mass parameter was
intelligently computed using the FL method. The simulation
results clearly demonstrated the effectiveness of the closedloop control algorithms, particularly the PID with SMC
methods combined with the intelligent AFC strategy. Future
works may include the rigorous study on the sensitivity
analysis related to the effects of other loading and operating
conditions. The possibility of performing practical
experimentation on the micro robot system should also be
explored and investigated.
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